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WSCC GENERAL BUSINESS MEETING
SATURDAY JUNE 6, 2009
SACRAMENTO MARRIOTT HOTEL
RANCHO CORDOVA, CA
Meeting called to order by President Rob Weaver at 1:08PM.
WELCOME
Rob welcomed those present
ROLL CALL
Kathy Pimentel took a roll call of voting member clubs of WSCC.
Calif. Corvettes
CCCC
California Cruisers
Class
Corvettes of Lake County
Corvettes of Lodi
Discovery Bay Corvettes
Diablo Valley
Glass Packs
Golden State
High Sierra Corvettes
Hot Nevada Vettes
Just for Corvettes

(Proxy)
(Present)
(Present)
(Proxy)
(Present)
(Present)
(Present)
(Present)
(Present)
(Present)
(Present)
(Proxy)
(Present)

Lake Tahoe Corvettes
Mid-Penninsula
Mid-Year Sting-Rays
North Bay Corvette Assn
NCCA
Rio Vista
Santa Clara Corvettes
Sierra Corvettes
Sonora Corvettes
South Valley Corvette
Turlock Corvettes
Vaca Valley Vettes
ZR1 Net Registry

(Present)
(Absent)
(Late)
(Proxy)
(Proxy)
(Present)
(Present)
(Proxy)
(Present)
(Proxy)
(Absent)
(Present)
(Present)

INTRODUCTION OF OFFICERS
Rob introduced those Officers present:
Kathy Pimentel, Vice President
Don Herzer, Publications/Webmaster
Buzz Marston, Public Relations/ NCM Representative
Dan Divita, Executive Secretary
Absent:
Mike Walter, Events Chairman
Pam Walter, Treasurer
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PREVIOUS MINUTES
Motion made by Keith Mendia and seconded by Steve Cleveland passed to approve the minutes of the previous
(January) General Business Meeting.
OFFICER PEPORTS
BUZZ MARSTON - PUBLIC RELATIONS and NCM REPRESENTATIVE
Buzz discussed the new WSCC display to be installed in the National Corvette Museum. One item under discussion
and up for approval at this meeting is the production of a DVD exclusively featuring WSCC to be included in this
display. The museum has recognized WSCC as a major supporter of the museum and the Corvette heritage. We will
be featured along with separate displays by the National Corvette Restorers Society (NCRS) and the National Council
of Corvette Clubs (NCCC).
This display will educate people as to what WSCC is. Our only obligation is to prepare a DVD that will be shown
continuously to inform of our history and what we do. This “infomercial” should be long enough to be informative,
but short enough to hold interest. Our video will be six and one-half minutes long. In anticipation of the approval of
the motion before the Council today, we have authorized a videographer, Tae Kang, a former member of Santa Clara
Corvettes, to prepare the video. Historical photos and records have been provided to him from our archives to assist in
this project. This preliminary action was taken because the video must be completed and installed prior to the 15th
anniversary celebration of the NCM in August.
While the cost of the display, equipment and maintenance will be substantial, it will be borne by the NCM. Our only
expense is the production of the video. The proposal before the club today will be to increase the current Advertising
and Promotion Budget by $1,350 to cover the cost of this effort. There will be no charge to Council Clubs. Funds will
be obtained from the general fund to cover this expense.
Buzz also presented copies of tri-fold pamphlets providing information on the upcoming National Corvette Caravan in
August to celebrate the anniversary of the NCM. Our leg will start at Club Auto Sport in San Jose. Ruth Marston is
coordinating the starting point celebration and program, and is being assisted by Keith Mendia, the start point
chairman. Steve Cleveland, is the Northern California/Nevada/Utah Chairperson, as well as the Caravan Captain.
There is a great deal of effort going into this production. At the kick off celebration, there will be a band providing
music, a pancake breakfast, and other activities to make the kick off a festive event.
Council Representatives are urged to return to their respective clubs and invite members to join in the celebration.
While some will be traveling all the way to Bowling Green, others are going only for the first leg, to Reno. Still others
will not be caravanning at all. All are invited, whether they are going on the Caravan or not. Tri-folds will be sent to
clubs in the near future.
The work on the NCM expansion and renovation is essentially done. It is about 95% complete; ahead of schedule, and
under budget. The museum has virtually been re-invented. It is much more interactive.
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On another topic, the ALMS will be returning to Laguna Seca in October. There will be a change in venue for the
banquet this year. It will be held at the “Wild Things” park, which is an animal park near Salinas. It has a huge tent
which can accommodate 500. (Rob mentioned that Wild Things also had a few bungalows available for only $199 a
night if anyone is interested in sleeping with the animals.) Catering will be provided by the Hyatt Regency. This is a
joint venture between the NCM and WSCC.
Ken Albers inquired about the possibility of relocating the Corvette Corral to a more favorable site at Laguna Seca
(like Turn 5) so that we could view the race better without having to hike too far. Buzz responded that he thought we
had a good chance to work on it. The person who dictated our current site is no longer with ALMS, and we have a
good relationship with the person now in place.
With respect to General Motors, we are providing as much information as we can on the list server. The news media
has certainly mentioned the changes being undertaken. Don Herzer added that it is clear that GM will definitely retain
the Corvette brand. Buzz added that the uncertain production schedules have resulted in a temporary hold of the
Buyer’s Tour Program, where buyers could go back to see their car being made. There is no guarantee that a particular
car will be made on a specific day. Museum deliveries continue to be as popular as ever, and the “new” museum can
now accommodate delivery of twelve cars per day, as opposed to the current six. GM will also continue to support
Corvette Racing
this year.

ROB WEAVER - ACTING AS TREASURER PAM WALTER
Rob mentioned that Pam Walter is on vacation. He distributed copies of our most recent budget. The budget is current
as of about 5/29/09. He also distributed copies of the Preliminary Income Statement from our 2009 Convention. A few
minor items remain pending.
The only item of note on the Council Budget is the “Year End Banquet/Awards” line item. While the category appears
to be $1,955 over budget, it is really not. The budget is prepared on a fiscal (not calendar) year basis, so to date, only
part of the moneys generated by events for awards is reflected in income at this time. Income from events in the rest of
the year has not yet been credited. We expect to be well under budget by the end of the fiscal year.
We currently have approximately $57,000 in our cash accounts.
There were no questions from the audience.
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ROB WEAVER - ACTING AS EVENTS CHAIRPERSON MIKE WALTER
Rob reported that we have a new insurance representative at K&K insurance. K&K will be changing their fee
structure beginning next year. Currently, we have been calling Type 5 events, such as minor car shows, “Corvette
Gatherings”. This has resulted in us not having to pay an additional premium for these events. However, K&K is
requiring that since the public can be present, (and ostensibly injured) at these events, we will be charged $173 per
event. If there is a combined Type 1 and Type 5 event, no additional fee will be required for the Type 5 event; it will
be covered by the Type 1 fee. There is also a possibility that by next year there will be a new insurance product
available through the NCM that will cover such events.
Santa Clara Corvettes has scheduled an additional Auto-X at the Oakland Coliseum on July 25. SCCA will be having
an Auto-x there on the 26th. Gary Rost noted that the Coliseum will not officially commit the event to us until 30 days
prior to the date. While it is about 95% sure, we are adding it to our schedule now as a tentative event so that members
can make appropriate plans. If no further information is provided, the event will go on as planned. Clubs will be
notified by SCC only if the event must be cancelled.
There was some concern about the ability of Golden State to hold their car show on August 15. Bill Kaska confirmed
that it will indeed be held in downtown Turlock.
Rob shared with the group that at Convention, there were 186 registrations, 211 Corvettes, and 367 people. There
were 36 different clubs, 14 of which were WSCC. It is apparent that the adverting that took place on the various net
web sites, list servers, and the NCM brought a lot of people to attend.
People came in from several other states, including Washington, Oregon, and even Minnesota and Ohio. If the
exposure offered by the new NCM display is effective, we may enjoy even more attendance in the future. As of now,
the location of Convention 2010 is open. We do not have a proposal from any club on the table. HNV has mentioned
that they may want to hold it again in Las Vegas, but we do not have a proposal from them before us. Responding to a
question from the audience, Rob indicated that we have received interest from a few clubs that attended about
potentially joining WSCC.
Buzz mentioned that as our Public Relations Director, he is more that willing to visit interested clubs and attend their
meetings to promote WSCC. In his role with the NCM, he will be visiting several clubs, and will use that opportunity
to acquaint them with us as well.
The subject of additional clubs in various geographic locations spurred the discussion of regionalization. Rob
mentioned that after the last meeting, a preliminary proposal was sent out to Club Reps. with the minutes of the
meeting, and he had not received any response on the subject or heard anything. The audience responded that they did
not receive such a proposal with their minutes. (Following the meeting, Rob advised the Executive Secretary that the
proposal was in fact enclosed with his copy of the Executive Board Meeting Minutes; not the General Meeting
Minutes.) Dan will send out the materials with these minutes.
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Rob mentioned that he would like to have a group formed with people who have experienced the
issues of maintaining a regionalized structure to explore the subject. He would like people who know what regions are
about, and how they work best. He also mentioned that we have a new club in Alaska now, “Team ZR-1 Motorsports
Alaska”, so the issue is timely. He asked Don to put the proposal and accompanying materials on the website so Club
Reps. could review them and provide input. Buzz noted that by regionalizing, we would eliminate confusion related to
the points structure of competitive events and subsequent awards by having separate club clusters.
Rob noted that any regions developed would report directly to, and be represented on, the Executive Board of WSCC.
They would not be independent entities that operate autonomously. Like Clubs, they would adhere to WSCC policies
and procedures.
Buzz added that there was one more event he wished to mention and that was the NCM and Hooked on Driving course
at Thunder hill on July 30 and 31. It will be a high speed driving course on the open track. Instructors will come out
from GM and the Hooked on Driving staff to teach driving skills and car handling characteristics. Fliers are in the
Newsletter and on the website.
DON HERZER - PUBLICATION/WEBMASTER
Don mentioned that he has prepared a “Special Edition” of the Redline, dedicated to Convention 2009, on the website.
It will be available in hard copy format in a week or two. Also on the website are pictures of Convention events,
provided from at least half a dozen contributors.
Don also passed out WSCC tri-fold brochures for Club Reps to provide to new members. He has more available if
needed.
KATHY PIMENTEL - VICE PRESIDENT
Kathy shared that WSCC now has 1,644 member families, and new applications continue to come in.
We received a spike in new applications following Convention.
She mentioned that the most significant problem with applications is legibility. Many are very difficult to read.
Handwriting is almost indecipherable. It is often necessary to call the applicant to verify their name or address. It
would be most helpful if Club Reps. could review the applications before they are mailed in to insure that they are
complete and legible. In addition, we have begun to receive complaints that new members are not receiving their
member materials (membership cards and pins). Often, envelopes are returned having obviously been cut open with
scissors or a knife. This may be because the membership card resembles a credit card and may be being
misappropriated by thieves expecting to go on a shopping spree. They discard the card and the pin once they find out
what they are. Please let Kathy know immediately if someone your club has not received their new member materials
in a timely fashion. She is considering providing a number of pins to Club Membership Chairmen so they can give
them out to new members.
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Kathy has received membership materials from the new club in Alaska, Team ZR-1 Motorsports Alaska, and they are
on board with 16 members. President Ron Ashcraft organized the group, and they are anxious to get rolling. Rob
mentioned that they are particularly interested in Auto-xing, and eating.
DAN DIVITA - EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
Dan requested that the audience please try to participate in the meeting with one person talking at a time. The meeting
is recorded, and transcription of the minutes is difficult if several people are talking at the same time. He thanked them
in advance for their cooperation.
ROB WEAVER - PRESIDENT
Rob began by addressing the changes being proposed to the Constitution and the Competition Code that are to be voted
on at this meeting.
He asked Dan to review those changes being proposed to the Constitution, since Dan was the Chairman of the
Competition Committee. Dan stated that the people who offered to participate in the Constitution Committee at the
January General Meeting were contacted by e-mail and provided those proposed changes. Comments were solicited
from the members of the Committee.
There were four changes proposed to the Constitution, and one change proposed to the current WSCC Budget. The
first three changes proposed to the Constitution were all related to support of the NCM and are as follows:
1. Article II, Section I, “Purpose”:
Add Paragraph A, Item 9: “To support the National Corvette Museum and encourage
membership by Council Members and Council Clubs.”
2. Article III, Section 1, “Individual Membership””
Add Paragraph B, Item 11: “Members are encouraged to join the National Corvette
Museum.”
3. Article III, Section II, “Club Membership”:
Add Paragraph A, Item 5: “Clubs are encouraged to join the National Corvette Museum.”
A roll call vote was taken on Item 1:
California Corvette Club – Proxy – Yes; California Corvette Cruisers – Yes; CCCC – Yes; Class – Proxy Yes,
Corvettes of Lake County – Yes; Corvettes of Lodi – Yes; Discovery Bay – Yes; Diablo Valley – Yes; Glass Packs –
Yes; Golden State – No; Hot Nevada Vettes – Proxy Yes; High Sierra – Yes; Just for Corvettes – Yes; Lake Tahoe
Corvettes – Yes; Mid Year Sting-Rays: - Absent; North Bay – Proxy Yes; NCCA – Proxy Yes; Rio Vista – Yes;
Santa Clara – Yes; Sierra – Proxy Yes; Sonora – Yes; South Valley – Proxy Yes; Turlock – Absent; Vaca Valley –
Yes; ZR-! Net – Yes.
Results: Yes – 22;

No – 1:

Absent:- 2

Proposal Passed
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In the interests of time, and due to the overwhelming support of the initial proposal, Dan suggested that the two
remaining proposals on the related NCM issue be approved without a roll call vote. Dan read the language to those
assembled. The clubs were asked if they objected to dispensing with a roll call vote and none objected. The clubs
were then asked if any Representative wished to change their vote on either of the succeeding measures. No one
indicated that they wished to change the way they voted on the initial measure.
All three measures were deemed to be passed.
The final issue related to the Constitution was a change proposed to the “Membership” section of the Constitution. It
was a grammar change to Article II, Section I, Item B.2.
The current wording stated: “Must have a valid driver’s license and proof of insurance: excludes
a. WSCC Members who are disabled are not required to have proof of insurance,
b. Cars that are not street driven are not required to have insurance.
The proposed working states: “Must have a valid driver’s license and proof of insurance, except that
a. WSCC Members who are disabled are not required to have proof of insurance, and
b. Cars that are not street driven are not required to have insurance.
Discussion – Rob mentioned that some of our members who are disabled can drive, and some cannot.
We need to be sensitive to that issue. Someone questioned how we would enforce this. Dan replied that it would be
difficult, and up to the club if they chose to monitor. We do not want to imply that as an organization, we exclude any
persons due to any type of disability.
Roll call vote:
California Corvette Cruisers – Yes; CCCC – Yes; Class – Proxy Yes; Corvettes of Lake County – Yes; Corvettes of
Lodi – Yes; Discovery Bay – Yes; Diablo Valley – Yes; Glass Packs – Yes; Golden State – Yes; Hot Nevada Vettes
– Proxy Yes; High Sierra Corvettes – Yes; Just for Corvettes – Yes; Lake Tahoe – Yes; Mid-Year Sting-Rays Absent; North Bay - Proxy Yes; NCCA – Proxy Yes; Rio Vista – Yes; Santa Clara – Yes; Sonora – Yes; Sierra –
Proxy Yes; South Valley – Proxy Yes; Turlock – Absent; Vaca Valley – Yes; ZR-1 Net – Yes.
Results: Yes – 22;

No – 0;

Absent – 2

Proposal Passed

Rob then introduced the proposed change to the WSCC Advertising and Promotion Budget, increasing the budget
amount by $1,350 to cover the cost of the DVD infomercial discussed earlier in this meeting.
To approve, a 2/3 majority of the Clubs in attendance must approve. The funds will be recovered from the profits
made from Convention 2009, which are slated for the General Fund. No other budget category will be impacted.
Copies of the DVD will also be provided to each Club.
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Roll call vote:
California Corvette Cruisers – Yes; CCCC – Yes; Class – Proxy Yes; Corvettes of Lake County – Yes; Corvettes of
Lodi – Yes; Discovery Bay – Yes; Diablo Valley – Yes; Glass Packs – Yes; Golden State – No; Hot Nevada Vettes
– Proxy Yes; High Sierra Corvettes – Yes; Just for Corvettes – Yes; Lake Tahoe – Yes; Mid-Year Sting-Rays Absent; North Bay - Proxy Yes; NCCA – Proxy Yes; Rio Vista – Yes; Santa Clara – Yes; Sonora – Yes; Sierra –
Proxy Yes; South Valley – Proxy Yes; Turlock – Absent; Vaca Valley – Yes; ZR-1 Net – Yes.
Results: Yes – 21;

No – 1;

Absent – 2

Proposal Passed

Rob then introduced the final proposal before the Council, which was a change proposed by Gary Moreland to the
Competition Code (Comp. Code). Mike Walter was the Chairperson of the Competition Code Committee, but he is
absent. The entire Code was reviewed last year, and recommended changes were approved in January of this year.
However, since the previous changes were approved en-masse, and not individually, Gary proposed a change to one
item. The item in question is Section IX, Amendment to the Competition Code, Paragraph C.
Current wording (as approved in January) is as follows:
“C. Approval Requirement. A simple majority vote of attending WSCC voting club’s delegates at any General
Business Meeting is required to pass any amendment.”
The proposal is as follows:
“C. Approval Requirement. A simple majority vote of the attending voting club’s delegates/proxies at the fourth
General Business Meeting of the fiscal year is required to pass any amendment recommended by the Competition
Code Committee and Executive Board. A two-thirds majority vote of the attending voting club’s delegates/proxies at
the fourth general meeting of the fiscal year is required to pass amendments not recommended by the Competition
Code Committee and the Executive Board.”
(Maintains voting club’s rights to pass amendments.)
The Executive Board has received a protest to this proposal from Santa Clara Corvettes. At issue is the manner in
which the proposal was addressed by the Comp. Code Committee. Rob acknowledged that some mistakes were made
in the committee’s review process, and that the Board and Santa Clara Officers were advised that this will not be
repeated. Rob opened the issue up for discussion.
Keith Mendia indicated that Santa Clara (SCC) had no opposition to Gary’s proposal, but did have an issue with the
process followed in reviewing it. He cited Section 9 of the Comp. Code which states that “All amendments to this
Code shall be presented with their stated reason intact, at the third General Business Meeting of the fiscal year, and
voted upon at the next General Business Meeting unless the amendment requires immediate action.” This is the third
business meeting, and therefore the proposal needs to be brought up at this meeting, and voted on at the next. The
reason that SCC is bringing this up now, is that they feel that the previous review process was flawed, and by adhering
to the Code specifying that proposals be submitted at this meeting and voted at the next, it would provide an additional
quarter to assemble a valid Competition Code Committee, review the proposal properly, and develop a
recommendation to the Executive Board and Council Clubs.
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Rob asked Gary Moreland to comment on the issue. Gary stated that it was his understanding that he was submitting
the proposal to the Comp. Code Committee for review. When he received the letter from Mike Walter introducing the
proposal, he assumed that it had been reviewed. He was unaware that it did not have a standard committee review.
He has mixed emotions. He would like to get the proposal voted on and implemented if it passes, but he also
recognizes that there is conflict between Article A and Article C of Section IX of the Code. Which Article applies?
One of the goals in accepting the proposal is that it would remove this conflict.
Keith reiterated that if you follow Article A, the proposal needs to be presented today, and voted on the next meeting.
Buzz interjected that one thing we need to interpret now is if this item requires immediate action. Sandy Mendia read
Article B of Section IX, which specifically addresses what constitutes an “Emergency Procedure”. There was general
agreement that this issue would not qualify as such.
Steve Cleveland mentioned that he was part of the original Comp. Code Committee that put together the revisions
implemented in January. He was also contacted by Mike Walter regarding this change. While the original changes
were thoroughly considered, the recommendation for approval was expedited so that the changes could be
implemented before this year’s competitive season began. The Committee had agreed that if any changes that were
made proved to be erroneous, they would be corrected as soon as they could be. That said, he feels that postponing
this until September is not going to be of any benefit, and that a vote should be taken today. The agreement was that
any necessary fixes would be implemented as soon as possible, and that is today.
Sandy said that one of SCC’s objections is that all the people who participated on the original Comp. Code Committee
were not invited to review this change, and they were the ones who were most familiar with the issues. It is her
opinion that this is a matter of principle. The Executive Board is here to represent the wishes of the Clubs. She feels
that any Club that specifically requests to be on a committee, because they have a vested interest in the issues under
consideration, should be allowed to be on that committee.
She stated that SCC provided the names of four individuals from which to choose a representative for this review.
None were contacted. They therefore had no representation on that committee. They are requesting that the process be
re-done, so that a new Committee review meeting can be undertaken, with one representative from each interested club
present, in accordance with the Code. It’s not too late to do it the right way.
Gary Rost commented that the changes approved in January took over a year to finalize. Many of SCC’s club
members were involved. It took so long because he wanted opposing viewpoints represented, and everyone wanted to
thoroughly review the changes before it was provided to the WSCC Comp. Code Committee. The Code Committee
then wanted to take time to review the changes before recommending them to the Executive Board. It was then
submitted at the January meeting for a vote.
Gary Moreland’s proposed revision was mentioned at that meeting. Now that the new Code is in force, we need to
follow it. Regardless of what the Comp. Code Committee recommends, it should be reviewed and voted upon at the
next meeting.
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Buzz mentioned that if a vote is delayed, Clubs will be asked to vote on the issue again, at the next meeting. Votes
received today would be nullified. In accordance with the current Code, a simple majority of only fifty-one (51%)
would be necessary to approve the amendment.
Ken Albers questioned why we needed to go through the exercise if, by voting at this meeting, we are in compliance
with Article C which states that amendments can be made at any meeting. This conflict is one of the things that Gary
Moreland was trying to rectify with his proposal. Jim Neylan added that there is already apparent agreement on
implementing the change, so we are wasting time and effort by postponing the vote. The resolution of errors or
omission has already been discussed, so a vote should be called for.
Gary Rost then submitted that the requirements governing the meeting of the Comp. Code Committee were not
followed. Section III, “Standing Committees”, Article B of the WSCC By-laws, states that
the Comp. Code Committee shall consist of a minimum of five Council members and two Council Officers, one of
which will be the Events Chairperson. It is believed that this was not done, and therefore the proposal is not valid
because it was improperly submitted for consideration.
Jim Neylan reiterated that it has been acknowledged that a mistake has been made, but if there is no overall opposition
to voting today, why go through the whole thing over again in 3 months? Gary Rost replied that because we
discovered the error before the vote is cast, we should not go forward with a vote.
Anthony Halby offered that according to Robert’s Rules of Order, the Council can vote to temporarily waive the ByLaws. If that is successful, then we could agree to proceed with a vote on the proposal.
A brief discussion ensued, before Keith Mendia noted that we have two issues. One, there was not a Comp. Code
Committee assembled in accordance with our rules to submit the proposal. Secondly,
the question should not be voted upon at this meeting. We should not be dealing with it today.
Steve Cleveland submitted that by delaying the vote, we would be wasting more time on this issue.
Gary Rost replied that the reason SCC wishes to review it is because this is being pushed forward rapidly, without due
diligence.
Buzz suggested that what we really need is a motion from the floor to decide now by voting on whether to delay the
vote until September, or vote today. He mentioned that Rob has put out a mandate to the entire Executive Board that
all future Committee meetings will be held in accordance with the rules of the By-laws and Comp. Code. Gary
Moreland mentioned that this is not an isolated instance of not following the rules. He is aware of car shows and other
events that do not strictly follow the rules. His suggestion is that we should re-emphasize the rules to all Clubs so that
we follow all WSCC rules in the future.
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Rob requested a motion from the floor to address the issue. The motion was made that voting on this proposal be
tabled until the next meeting, and that in the interim, the Comp. Code Committee as defined in the By-laws reconvene
to review it and make a recommendation to the Executive Board. The motion was seconded. A yes vote will be to
postpone the vote until the next meeting.; a no vote will be to vote on the proposal at this meeting.
Roll call vote:
California Corvette Cruisers – Yes; CCCC – Yes; Class – Proxy Abstain; Corvettes of Lake County – No; Corvettes
of Lodi – Yes; Discovery Bay – Abstain; Diablo Valley – Yes; Glass Packs – No; Golden State – Abstain; Hot
Nevada Vettes – Proxy Yes; High Sierra Corvettes – Yes; Just for Corvettes – Yes; Lake Tahoe – Yes; Mid-Year
Sting-Rays - Absent; North Bay - Proxy Abstain; NCCA – Proxy No;
Rio Vista – No; Santa Clara – Yes; Sonora – Yes; Sierra – Proxy Yes; South Valley – Proxy No; Turlock – Absent;
Vaca Valley – Yes; ZR-1 Net – No..
Results: Yes – 12;

No – 6;

Abstentions - 4

Absent – 2

Motion Passed: The Proposal will be voted upon at the next General Meeting.
Rob asked if there is any Old Business. None was offered.
Rob then asked if there was any New Business. Gary Moreland asked if a Comp. Code Committee would be
appointed. Rob requested that Club Reps. forward him the name of an interested party to represent their club if so
desired. All Clubs are invited to participate. Please provide a name, e-mail address, phone number, and street address.
Dan reminded Reps that each Club will receive one vote, regardless of the number of members in attendance. These
will be required soon, so that the meeting can be held in a timely fashion, and Clubs can be notified of the results. Rob
would like to receive them within a week. Buzz will put out a request for Club input on the list server so that Clubs
not in attendance will be aware of the effort.
Dan reminded everyone that the Comp. Code Committee can only address Gary Moreland’s proposal as submitted. It
cannot be revised it in any way. The proposal stands as is.
Motion to adjourn the meeting made by Jim Neylan, and was seconded by Sandy Mendia.
Meeting adjourned at approximately 2:40pm.
Respectfully Submitted
/s/ Dan Divita
Executive Secretary

